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LOVE IS IN CONTROL (FINGER ON Tl 

SUMMERTIME 

MURPHY'S LAW 

THE ASSOCIATES: A Q&A SESSION 

COMPETITION WINNERS 



THE ASSOCIATES 
a good year lor the Associates, thus far. Sin 

ub Country" and a hit album with "Sulk". A____...... .. ...._ . 
eanwhile they're preparing lor a short British tour in late August, alter which they take oil lor the USA and Canada. 

’ ...--- -- arket it with their blessing. 

old records... 
It was in the midst of this le 

Billy MacKenzie and i 

in signed to begin rc 

id up to 
-ould you (a) 

. in up, (b) plead insane, (c) 
emigrate, or (d) be a 
conscientious objector? 
Alan: It depends what kind of 
war it was. If I was bored. I think 
I'd go. Because in spite of folk 
getting killed, it must be quite an 
adventure. Maybe that's a naive 

Butiflwasn'tbored, I'd 
definitely try to flee the country. 
Billy: War's based round power 
and greed and it's an evil thing. I 
couldn't really stand doing away 
with somebody. I can't be 
bothered with the bravado. 

Maybe I could get a sex 
change. No. you'd better not put 

smart wrinkles when I'm 40. to be 
dead suave and wrinkly. Rock 
Hudson looks much better now 
that he’s wrinkled. 

Is there anything in life 
worse than going to the 

Alan: No, I don't think so. I hate 
going to the launderette. 
Billy: Giving in to temptation, to 
things that are no good for you 
(evil laugh). 

scho^>I*U eVer bea,cn up at 
Alan: No, no I've never been in a 
fight in my life. Oh. hang on. 
Once in Primary Three I got my 
lip split. I was trying to fight 
fairly and he wasn't, but I can't 

ly friends 

in the first place. 
Billy: Luckily enough. I ah 

just about poked my brains out. 
but. because I was quite big for 
my age I was able to push people 

scallywag. I'd a wee bit of a 
vicious streak. Also. I come from 
a big family who were well 
known for taking care of each 
other, so nobody dared touch us. 

to be? 
Alani^giggies,) Ors^nWelles. I 

Billy: Anyone at the top of the 
tree in medicine. It's such a 
worthwhile thing. But music's a 
kind of therapeutic medicine too. 
although there has been some 
bad medicine. Like Led Zeppelin 
and all that stuff. 

And who would you least 
like to change places with? 
Alan: A roadie. I would hate to 

If you were an animal, what 
’ ’id would you be? 

an: I think I'd nrohohly be a 

Billy: I get really weird 
dreams. Theyjre brillian 



anhoiir that they’re imitating 

SiSS 





Summertime 





Look like a bunch of insurance company clerks, don't they? Actually of course it's Paul McCartney and Friends (belowI, specially togged out i 
gear for the "Take It Away" video. Left to right the motley crew are: Eric Stewart of lOcc, Linda McCartney, Steve Gadd, Ringo, Paul and prod 
George Martin. Incidentally, we hear that Martin is also twiddling the knobs on the next Ultravox LP. 
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SOLO ALBUM 
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anon ui m 
Asylums in Jerusalem 

Let him go let him go cos he is sorry 

Because they are worried yeah 

And 1 know that it shakes 

And then he wants to be above the law 
But he doesn't know what he’s fighting for 

Words and music by Green 
Reproduced by permission Copyright Control 

KEVIN ROWLAND 

MIDNIGHT 
RUNNERS 
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s 
SINGLES 

Reviewed by 
Tim De Lisle 

ickicirtc£rk 

ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE 
ATTRACTIONS: Man Out Of 
Time (F-Beat) Excellent, but so 
is everything Elvis does. What he 
needs is another "Oliver's Army" 
— a big hit that will become a 
standard — and this is not it. It 
has the strong melody, 
impeccable playing, witty lyrics, 
big production . . butit lacks 

the radio and say Buy This Now. 

now (and get the 12-inch if you 

ickirtrkirk 
CAPTAIN SENSIBLE: Wot 
(A&M) The worst thing about 
having novelty hits is having to 
follow them (or feeling you have 
to follow them: the best follow-up 
is often no follow-up at all). 

muzak system at A&M House. For 
his first solo single Sting has 
done a pretty straight version of 
a very old. Hollywood-musical- 

BOWWOW WOW: Louis 
Quatorze (RCA) The original 
version of this was one reason 
why I didn't like "Your Cassette 
Pet". Every other reviewer 
thought it was wonderful so the 
fault was obviously mine. Now 
here it is again, "re-recorded", 
though I wouldn't have noticed. 
A hit. I suppose. 

.a—ring the str—a __r- 
hits on "Sulk". Big Voice Billy 
and Arty Alan settle instead on 
its final track, a throwaway 
instrumental called "Nothing In 
Something Particular" which ha: 
one of the great synthesizer riffs 
of our time. They've redone the 
backing track, added some 
words, changed the title and 
ended up with a very presentabL 
record — especially the 12-inch, 
which includes two strong 

CARLY SIMON: Why 
(Mirage) Let no one acc 
Carly Simon of being 
overexposed. Her last To, 

theme "Nobody Does It Better" 

10 hit 

TOM PETTY AND THE 
HEARTBREAKERS: 
Refugee (MCA) Ar 

KATE BUSH: The Dreaming 
(EMI) The oddball single to end 
all oddball singles. Slow, spare, 
distinctly tribal and very bizarre. 
Sample lyric (one of the clearer 
ones): "Dangle Devils in a bottle 
and push them from the Pull of 
the Bush". Shepherd's Bush? 
Steve Bush? Kate herself? No 
dear, the Australian Bush. Oh, 
silly me. Strictly for aborigines. 

SCRITTIPOLITTI: Asylums 
In Jerusalem (Rough Trade) 
Like China Crisis. Scritti are a 
cult band who get a lot of ^ 





AND WE COULD BE LOVERS AFTER DARK (SECRET HEART) 
YOU HOLD THE KEY TO MY SECRET HEART 

JUSTTURN THE LOCK 
AND WE COULD BE LOVERS AFTER DARK (SECRET HEART) 

CHORUS 
YOU HOLD THE KEY TO MY SECRET HEART 

JUST TURN THE LOCK 
AND WE COULD BE LOVERS AFTER DARK (SECRET HEART) 

YOU HOLD THE KEY TO MY SECRET HEART 
JUST TURN THE LOCK 

AND WE COULD BE LOVERS AFTER DARK (SECRET HEART) 
REPEAT CHORUS TO FADE 

I hate to tell you but I got a bit of bad i 

t it all together don't you baby 
Murphy's law 

Sure out to get you 
l it all together don't you baby 

Murphy's law 
Sure out to get you 

You know the car you missed the last pay^^H 
lance company came and towed it away 
And thfc money that you owe to your best friend 

You don t owe him no more 
HS ring that you bought me for my bir 
gS|& I cashed it in at the store 

You w,th 
[Someone took it away 

Repeat chorus twice 

ft what is Murphy's lajH 

ill go wrong 

Be out to get yi 

SECRET HEART 
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18 Carat Love Affair 
Woh I told you not to meet me here 

I can't be seen with you whispering in my ear 

But not in front of company 
It's not the done thing round here baby 

e could spend the time together all alone 
But if she knew what I was doing 

She'd throw the ring back in my face 
An 18 carat love affair 

Would then be stamped "repair" 

An 18 carat love affair 
I don’t know which side I'm ( 

But my friend John said not to 

An 18 carat love affair 
She might write to Evelyn Ho 

Oh please don't leave any clues around 

Repeat chorus and ad lib 

On Associates Records 

A AW -o 



> *THE CLASH* < 

ROCK THE KASBAH KNOW YOUR RIGHTS 



ShopintoBoots 

So much more 
to value 

28 



Contact: 56 Bluebell Lane, 
Huyton, Liverpool 36. 

Do any of the members of Japan 
drive a car, as I think I've spotted 
them a couple of times? 
Robina Flack, London W1. 
Between them, Japan all share 
what they call their "company 

one of the band's aides. The car is 
a grey Daimler Sovereign. 

A Fan, Hendon. 
After approximately four changes 
of address. I'm assured the 
permanent home is now at: The 
Haircut One Hundred Club, 

Road, London SW61HH. 
Membership here is set at £4.50 

enclosing SAE. 

SHSIIM 
WINNERS 
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R I NYT I CTHG I NREMMUS 
I GEEMNOECNAHCAEKAT 
I HNMMCSS I TENMNGSVW 
WEAOMOHOUFUMOAOO I T 
GOMVLINISOAONEDNHR 
LRNKEOGEQMVGHAVG I E 
LAEKCASE I UEZNC I OMH 
ADN LRODAML I CELTAME 
TRAGGERREMI TELGAMA 
I URNLAHYEN I V I EUNWD 
SYTICUETGAOGHTOOFO 
E I E I VSOQOLMTEEAOVV 
K I VNGAUSOMFOVMUENE 
AAHOOE L PROROAEMOOR 
TWEOEMRSEULUEMTIVH 
RAINLMYMFRORONMAGE 
EHNWMEAEUGTYEY I AWE 
NYO I ONRONHNRNTSAML 
NPGEENYENOE I O I AELS 
I PFHALDPMEMYRUEWOE 
WATNLOUEHSOYHGPLND 
EHDAVSWARTTFEENEOA 
HOYREP I PEHTAUNL I RH 
T AANANAMATSAHSOE RA 
LEFILYMEVOLYMTWMNA 

New Single ★ Available Today 

IB 
WCMG 

★ nil , r/1 . , n ■ -X- \S«lr THEHEAVENSARECRYING (the cities are dying) Wl- THE HEAVENS ARE CRYING m 
MOWUptoKladOVWiSedStem * B*lr (the heavens are crying) THE CITIES ARE DYING BSilr THEHEAVENSARECRYING m 
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MIND M3UR LANGUAGE 



YOU WERE 
WORKING AS 
A WAITRESS 
IN A COCKTAIL 
RAR... 







REQUEST SPOT 
ARTIST: ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES 

TITLE: JULIA'S SONG 
LABEL: DINDISC 

YEAR: 1980 
REQUESTED BY: JULIE GOLDING 

ILFORD 

JULIAS 
SONG 

The means to an end 
A sinful distress 

Writing down meaningless words 
Vaguely off-hand so the rest of the band 

Can learn from the bees and the birds 

Concentrate businessman 
You. you haven't got long 

Planets are ruling your hearts 
Stilletoes and thighs 

May be burning your eyes 
But it keeps you from falling apart 

Heavy but generalised 

Someone advised me to die 
Blowing your mind 

Because you know what you'll find 
When you're looking for things in the sky 

Under the influence 
Rotting our nerves 

Cutting us off at the mains 
Nearing the end 

With your grandmother's friend 
Is something to do when it rains 
Is something to do when it rains 
Something to do when it rains : jll 

Words by Julia Kneale 
Music by Humphreys/McCluskey 

Reproduced by permission Dinsong Ltd : 
On DinDisc Records 



A/VNA££LLA 
“A rock’n’roll puppet In a band called Bow Wow Wow” 

Candy". Put together by their 
previous record company EMI, 
a curious mixture; 1980 mated 
like "C-30, C-60, C-90 Go!" rut 
shoulders with recent RCA hit 

single "Louis Quatorze" becai 

experienced showbiz lawyer. 

returned from a bit of 
globe-trotting which saw them 
support Madness in Japan, Queen 
in Europe and The Police and The 
Pretenders in America. McLaren's 

was really terrific: the people out 

Every morning you'd get a typed 
list of everything you had to do 
that day — photographic sessions, 
interviews — and when you got to 
the gig you'd have your own 
hospitality room with all the food 
laid out. We didn't even have to 

attention, in the land of the yen 

"Oh, God, it was really funny. 

screaming their heads off: 
'Matt-Hugh! Matt-Hugh!' I dunno 
whether it was because of his 
shaved head or his y'know. . . 'oi' 

""They really do love British and 

found Tokyo to be very 
westernised — a bit like New York 
— but I couldn't get over them 
coming up and saying, 'You in 
Blitish Lock band!"' 

there — T^e Police and The 
Pretenders. As with Queen, 
Annabella found the Police to be 
on a totally different planet: "I 

even supporting them; they were 

roped into supporting Joan Je 
and the Blackhearts just becai 
Bow Wow Wow 
producer-cum-Blackhearts 
manager, Kenny Laguna, had 

g 
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"At fourteen I was made out to be 
something I wasn't. . . but now I 
want to start making the decisions 

- that will affect my life." 

my own right.'' 
When Bow W 
? headlines a <—,-- 

_0o, Annabella was held up 
jailbait puppet to Mclaren's 
Svengali — seen as one of the 
most dastardly examples of child 
exploitation yet seen in the music 
industry. She huffed and puffe'1 
her way through "Sexy Eiffel 

she has become acutely aware of 
some of her business's more 
exploitative concerns. 

"I know all that stuff with the 
'Manet' picture and then the 
Sunday Mirror shot — which was a 
very nudey-type shot — made me 
look like a real poser but I'm not 
into pornography at all and really 
object to people trying to exploit 
me just 'cos I'm the girl in the 

hundred years. The original 
painting — done in 1883,1 think — 
caused a real ruck at the time for 
exactly the same reasons our 
picture did. I thought it was a very 
beautiful shot but because there 
was all this crap about me 
appearing without any clothes on 
at the age of fifteen all the 

, newspapers and other people in 
the business just regarded me as 
some sort of nymphette. I'll never 
do anything like that again." 

Master Plan For World 
Domination remains to be seen 
but there can be no denying that 
this precocious teenager is now 
beginning to see the wood for the 
trees. With only a couple of 
songwriting credits on the last 
album, Annabella is quite 
determined to let rip with her own 
lyrics on any new material. 

"Don't get me wrong. I love 
what the other guys come up with 
but I want to contribute, be a bit 
more creative. I'll probably have 
to fight bloody hard but I'm gonna 
make sure my lyrics appear on the 
next album! When I was first 
plucked out of school and put in 
this band I didn't really know 
much about what was going on. 
I'd ask Malcolm a simple question 
and brrrrrrrrr!, he'd come out 
with a lecture which went totally 
over my head. I'm not thick but 
Malcolm's a bit of an intellectual 
and he'd never give me a simple 
answer. At fourteen, I was made 
out to be something that I wasn't 
but now that I've grown into 
something I was supposed to be I 
want to start making the decisions 
that will affect my life." 

Does Malcolm know about this? 
Or the rest of the band, whose 
collective misguided ego could 
sink the Task Force? 

"Well, I don't get on with the 
rest of the band exfreme/vwell all 
the time, but they are great 
musicians and we're all totally 
dedicated to keeping one step 
ahead of everybody else. We 
don't use dancers any more 'cos 
everybody does; we'll change our 
look as soon as people start 
copying us. You can change so 
fast that you run out of ideas . . . 
Then again, I'm only sixteen so 
I've probably got a bit of time left. 
I want to go to Burma next ..." 



Personal stereo has come a long, long way with 
Sanyo. In fact the Sanyo range is now probably the most 
comprehensive and advanced that money can buy. 

It starts at around £30 for the M4430 cassette 
player and extends to the highly sophisticated MG4, which 
for around £100 features its own set of speakers and allows 
you to record in stereo. There’s also the MG2, which 
features built-in AM/FM stereo radio. 

And leading the range, the extraordinary MCI. 
Possibly one of the most advanced compact cassette 
players on the market,- its ultra light-weight styling, twin 
headphone sockets, and metal tape capability deliver a 
sound quality second to none. You can even change the 
tape without taking the player off your belt. 

So fly down to your nearest Sanyo dealer for a 
demonstration. After all, hearing is believing. 

^SANYO 



right. Something along the lines 
of: WARNING! THIS MAGAZINE 

ed on my Rice Krispies. The 

I think the least you could do is 
send me the cute 'n' cuddly Keren 
(sigh!) to help in my recovery 
and, being the generous sort of 
chap I am, I might even pay the 

Dan Prymouth, Leeds. 

This letter explains my feelings 
about Keren, Siobhan and Sarah 
of Bananarama. The three girls 

hairstyles and lovely teeth 
(especially Siobhan when she 

fruits in life itself and I reckon 
they are a bunch of not-so-shy 
girls but outgoing and they will 
always be loved and cared for by 
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IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF 
SMASH HITS 

DURAN DURAN 
IN HOLLYWOOD 

Ian Birch travels to the West Coast 
of the United States with the 

Golden Boys. 

THE STRANGLERS 
Every year they get written off and every 
year they come back with a winner. Now 
with a new record company they start on 
their third phase. Smash Hits finds out 

what they've got in mind. 

PLUS 50 autographed 

TRIO 
albums to be won 

ALL THIS AND A GREAT DEAL MORE 
IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF 

BRITAIN’S FOREMOST MUSIC MAGAZINE 

SMASH HITS 
ON SALE AUGUST 19th 
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My heart v 

S^BAD > 
MANNERS 

MY GIRL LOLUPOP 
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lUce llH^s of“pj musfc° IdSe to 

BSS=S«“ 

Pauia, Amberwood, Boyher,-“ 

penpals ag&d^AdG9 Hike alTska^ Fur^g^d'ctesboroujh! KeHeting, 

ASYLUMS 
INJERUSALEM 
* * * * PIUS * • • * 

JACQUES 
DERRIDA 

want ALTERED IMAGES RUSH 
off to GO GO’S Motorcycle Shop, 
get EXPLOITED and end up with 
other PRETENDERS on lOCC’S 
down at the SAD CAFE. 

Rut the cat with IMAGINATION 
who wants to know the ABC 
of NEW ORDER motorcycles, 
JETS down to a local 
newsagent, buys 



roadies had to rush about like 
caddies at the Open, with 
Stratocasters for golf clubs. Then 

especially bo 

lined up like groups on a Sixties 
TV show and did a little dance 
routine, eight rather portly legs 
swinging in approximate unison 

All this went down a treat with 
the audience. They didn’t 
— thought they' 

STEVE MILLER 
London 
OLD ROCK stars never die: they 
just get rich, slow down and 
gradually fade from view. Then 
just as the world has begun to 
forget who they are. back they 

with a highly commercial 
5 and abracadabra! They've 

_at Hammersmith Odeon 
three nights running. 

' ast issue's Bitz said rather 
„.-omily that we could "expect a 
few afghan coats and flared 
denims in the crowd" but if Steve 
Miller's fans had once been 
hippies they weren't going to 
advertise the fact. Marks and 
Spencer leisurewear was what 
they were into now, well-made 
checked shirts and nicely pressed 
straight-leg jeans that hadn't 
faded yet, respectable gear for 
respectable people. The average 

nust have been 28 at least 

This was inspired most of all by 
Steve Miller's appearance. 
Chubby and smiling and dressed 
in a very dodgy pair of black 
leather trousers, he looked like a 
straight cross between Mark 

I 
1 
I 
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OUT& 
jIBOUT 

ARRY 

days back that your fearless reporter« 
----direction ofth 

: And Dance fe _ 
... ee Echo & The 
Bunnymen, The Beat, Pigbag plus weirdo 
jazz chaps Rip Rig & Panic and loads of tribal 
skin bashing and log thumping. Only trouble 

tag along (how embarrassing). 
Between you, me and the gatepost, 

moi spent a merry jour buying revolting veg 
burgers off hippy chaps with long hair 
(yeukko), watching the fab Burundi 

Is Baz excited about the spll,_ 
Granada series on the goggler this autumn? 
Certainly is! Called Hold Tight, as it happens 
and will include old lightning-locks Toyah, 
Bad Manners and Shakin' "Rubber Legs" 
Stevens. Presented by Pauline Black, 
onetime songbird with The Selecter who I 
reckon is a bit fab-looking if you really must 

fans? Everyone's getting into "media" 
activities, these days (except Keith, thank 
God). People like me, Stewart Copeland of 
The Police, the list is endless, chums ... 

Now? About this crackpot with warpaint on 
his fizzog who goes boating up the jungle 
and bumps into this tribe of nutters who 
chop off people's bonces for laughs. Very 
meaningful, apparently. Anyway, the 
director, Francis Ford Coppolla, is making 
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